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About This Game

Peace Duke

From the peace of the Prince stole the Princess! Fight the army of Koschei and save his beloved! Shoot and throw bombs at
enemies. If it so happened that your hero was left without ammunition, then collect coins in order to spend them on the purchase

of the missing! There's no time to wait for the next adventure!

Game features:
- 4 different locations
- Variety of enemies

- Old school gameplay
- Pixel art graphics
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Radiangames makes some of the best pure overhead shooters, period. It's a shame that thus far only his latest is on Steam, many
having started on XBLIG and a few (notably JoyJoy) making their way to tablet and mobile.

But damned if he didn't further refine the pure fun and pressure of the original Inferno. The experience isn't simplified, but
rather distilled: four guns, each the right tool for specific situations, four missiles, each likewise unique and providing more
oomph at the cost of limited ammo (there's plenty to be found, but you still need to be careful not to shoot yourself dry in the
middle of a firefight), and four triggerable powers suiting different playstyles. You can focus your powerups on the missiles and
guns you enjoy most, and the specific boosts can be chosen in any order (for example, one of the guns may have more damage,
faster shots, or a stunning effect... rather than being arranged in a tree, you can pick which to get first, with the knowledge that
the cost of getting a second, then the third is going to increase afterwards.)

Personally, I'd love to see more of his games arrive here, though for now I can at least strongly recommend this one. Fun as
heck. :). A good idea, but executed in a way that is more about padding out as much as possible to give you the illusion of the
game being longer than it actually is.

Throw in poorly created bossfights that are more about being able to follow them as they fly around,(prolonging the game even
more) than being fights where you have to figure out how to defeat them and find their weak spots or fatiqued state.

I started out being interested in this game and caught up by the story, but it falls short in the end, making you feel unsatisfied
both story-wise, but also game-wise. I am usually a bit dubious when it comes to green lit titles on Steam, the lack of quality
assurance meant what I get can be a mixed bag, this game is the prime example of why the system might need reviewing.

First of all the game only has three stages, with the total length around thirty minutes including retries. There is no plot, save
point, option or a pause button to be found; you get hit once and the game restarts. The enemies don’t shoot at all and they are
railroaded to move in straight lines only, this applies to the bosses as well though they bounce around the screen a bit.

The graphics are almost non-existent, comparing this to flash games might be an affront to the flash format. The music was
interesting for the first impression, until you find out there are only two tracks that loops every dozen seconds or so. The ending
was mildly surprising, but I can only attribute that as sloppy excuses to cut development time.

It doesn’t matter how cheap this is, you wouldn’t want to spend money on this, period.. Full of diverse content and challenging
enemies, on my list of games that I will sing 20 hours into, soon. definitely wort it on sale but I would give it 8/10 for the full
price. GG EZ Great Champion, more like, Berate Lampton!!!!. tunnel divers sounds like a gay couple. If you played the original
Pyschonauts, you should like this. Even if you didn't it still would be quite fun. The Developers took a clever route to handle
movement issues with some quite trippy perspectives that made this sure game a joy to play.. rip off of clash royale
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Bad and boring.. It's an interesting DLC that has that Silent Hill vibe to it, but it's very short, repetitive, and doesn't add much to
the story at all. All you do is play 2 versions of Natalia and have to get from one part of the map to the other without getting
spotted. It's super easy. I was able to beat it 35 minutes. If you buy the complete RER2 bundle that has all the DLC then it's fine
just to play once, but no way is it worth the $5 price tag by itself.. A very good surprise for me!

The art is really beautiful and cute, and the levels are all very different and interesting! There are challenging platformer levels,
fights, traps, enigmas... it's really a lot of fun!

definitely worth it!. Love Paradox enterTainment
But they dropped the ball on this one
Bad magic Magic shield system is foucus here.(A.I. Always having the ability to pen and you not being able to big a** grind in
essance is stead of the fun and awe inspiring awesomeness magic should be)
The awrkward controls taken from total war yet being just changed enough to be bad.
Very confusing UI and controls in general
Honestly Just feels incomplete
Scienero mode is a joke and only includes about a 1/8 of the total units
Lastly the graphics seen kinda flat and honestly again almost unfinished
Same problem with the Animations
Honestly I would buy Medieval II total war and mod it for the desired fantasy elements both lotr total war and elder scrolls total
war and more fun personaly
Sorry for spelling errors
. Not worth your time or money
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